
2021 CDFF MARCH STUDENT PROGRAM
The following films are specially curated for high school students. Teachers who register will have 24/7 access

to these films on the dates indicated and will be able to allow students to watch outside of class if they wish. Many of
these filmmakers have also provided pre-recorded director statements that will be available during the Illuminate
March Film Program. Two films appropriate for Middle School audiences are also included.

Week 1 Releases: March 1 - 31

Liberation Heroes: The
Last Eyewitnesses
Director: Vanessa Roth

HUMAN SPIRIT DOCUMENTARY WINNER
Heroic World War II veterans vividly share their liberation journeys, drawing

parallels between the past and present. These powerful eyewitness accounts
from Steven Spielberg's USC Shoah Foundation Visual History Archive® share a
cautionary tale and compelling reminder of what insidious hatred remains
unchecked. With antisemitism, racism and xenophobia on the rise worldwide, this
film serves as a call to action to stand against hatred in all its forms.

42 mins
US

2019

This Land
Directors: Chelsea Jolly,
Whit Hassett

Runner and advocate Faith E. Briggs used to run through the streets of Brooklyn
every morning. Now, she’s running 150 miles through three U.S. National
Monuments that lay in the thick of the controversy around public lands.
Accompanied by running companions who represent diverse perspectives in what
it means to be a public land owner, she assesses what is at stake if previously
protected lands are reduced and if the public is largely unaware. THIS LAND is a
story about land access told through a journey of inclusion and empowerment.

11 mins
US

2019

Your Friend, Ranger
Doug
Directors: Claire Jantzen,
Sara Nell

A 94-year-old Glacier National Park ranger confronts the decline of the park he
calls home as he reflects on his life and the legacy he will leave behind.

17 mins
US

2020

Week 2 Releases: March 8 - 31

Kusasa
Director: Shane
Vermooten

DAVID PONCE BEST OF THE FEST AWARD WINNER
Embark on an adventure of a lifetime with a charming young soccer team

from South Africa as they journey to compete in the world's largest youth
tournament, the Gothia Cup. From the bustling streets of a slum in Cape Town to
the tree-lined avenues of Sweden, this group of athletes and their larger-than-life
coaches will captivate any sports fan.

54 mins
South Africa
&  Sweden

2019

Abigail Yvonne: The
Face Before You
Director: Josh Heese

After the 2015 Paris attacks, Abigail Yvonne Briggs begins painting portraits and
narrative paintings of Syrian refugees to combat reactions of hate and
Islamophobia.

5 mins
US

2020
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Week 3 Releases: March 15 - 31
A Day in September
Directors: Pete O'Hare,
Phil Kibbe

On September 10th 2001, a World Trade Center security guard happened to ask for
the next day off not knowing what the next day would bring. He reflects on the
close-knit community of his friends and coworkers, many of whom died that day.
Those unsung heroes saved lives and many lost their own, yet have not received the
recognition that police and firefighters have.

4 min
US

2020

Alive Day
Director: Lindsay O'Keefe

BEST LOCAL DOCUMENTARY WINNER
Paralympic swimmer Breanna Sprenger defies all odds in this local, inspirational

story as she breaks records in the pool and volunteers in the community.

10 min
US

2019

Forever Voters
Director: Sky Bergman

Why do only 36% of 18-25 year olds actually vote? Many high school seniors are
eligible to vote and have very strong opinions about what needs to change! However,
they don’t really know much about the voting process or how to register. The league
of Women Voters steps in to educate high schoolers to prepare them for voting,
because they know that people who vote early, vote forever.
Trailer: https://forevervoters.com/

8 min
US

2019

VIEWFINDER
Director: Melody Gilbert

Every day for the past 23 years, Michael has taken a single photo with a film camera.
Each image, more than 8,000 and counting, carries special meaning and is
organized by date and stored in suitcases and plastic containers at his farm in rural
Minnesota. He has never shown them to anyone, but now, as he is starting to lose
his memory, he ponders his obsession and wonders: Who will care when he’s gone?

5 min
US

2020

Ribbon & Crossfire:
The Lost Art of Neon
Director: Alex Oliver

Dive into the world of neon sign making and explore the nuance and patience
required to create this long-lasting art.

7 min
US

2020

Baba’s Next Chapter
Director: Jamie C.X. Wang

A student filmmaker attempts to bring her father's story to life and prevent him from
abandoning his last creative passion: writing.
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/318336830

10 min
US & China

2019

Films of Special Interest to Middle School Audiences: March 1-31
Your Friend, Ranger
Doug
Directors: Claire Jantzen,
Sara Nell

A 94-year-old Glacier National Park ranger confronts the decline of the park he calls
home as he reflects on his life and the legacy he will leave behind.

17 min
US

2020

Young Voices for the
Planet
Lynne Cherry

This Young Voices for the Planet short film compilation documents success stories of
young people informing their communities, challenging decision makers, addressing
climate change by systematically reducing CO2 emissions, and catalyzing change.
(Includes: Words Have Power, Save Tomorrow, Plant for the Planet, Team Marine
and The Last Straw.)

30 min
US

2019
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